
 
 
 
 

• Thank everyone for joining 
 
• Tell who you are 
 
• Explain how prizes are giving away.  (Comment as we go, answer my 

questions and even if watching the play back up to 24 hours after 
event.  I will do a drawing and post the winner the next day) 

 
Opening Question: lets see how you do with comments. 
 
Tell me how you like your coffee?  With cream, sugar, hot, cold, etc? 
 
 

 
 

Well today we are going to do a quick LIPS tutorial.  I had a mentor tell 
me that people look dead without their lips on, and no one wants to look 
dead right? 
 
SO lets make sure your lips look alive and healthy. 
 
First step—lets get the dead skin off by using SATIN LIPS SUGAR SCRUB. 
 
You lips need help exfoliating just like the rest of your skin.  We start with 
the Lip Scrub.  It has sugar in it to help buff off the dead skin. 
 
(Use to have microbeads but bc MK is very environmentally friendly, we removed 
those beads long before the rest of the cosmetic world caught on.) 

 
Dampen lips, apply scrub, then wash off.  (TASTE GOOD!) 



• Next you would normally apply the SATIN LIP BALM.  But I am going to 
hold off on that for now because I am going to be applying lipstick and 
the balm creates a moisture seal that until its absorbed the lipstick will 
not stay on.  :)   

  Normally I would do scrub, brush my teeth, apply balm, then  
  the rest of my face.  By the time I finished the balm would have 
  absorbed and I would be ready to go.   
 
Show applicator.  Angle tipped applicator for easy application.   
 
People are addicted to lip products because they have a derivative of 
alcohol in them.  Alcohol dries, therefore  you apply more…. Sucker!  :) 
 
Our Lip Balm does the total opposite.  Through time, the more you use it, 
the less you need it.  



• Now lets talk about your lips.  Comment below with your favorite 
emoji.. Do you love your lips?  ☺    

 
• GREAT!!!  So let me help you get the lips you’ll LOVE . 
 
First step is PRIMER!  Think about filling a hole in the wall.  You must fill it 
first with something and apply a primer to make the color going on 
smoothly and last.  Same applies. 
 
PRIMER HELPS:  smoother 
    Last Longer 
    No feathering or bleeding in cracks 
 
    



Next QUESTION:  If you could change anything about your lips what 
would it be?  Thinner, fuller, uneven shaped? What? 
 
Did you know we can do a little lip magic and change the shape of your 
lip.  
 
First apply a CONCEALER or your foundation all over your lips.  
 
Yes it feels funny at first but we want to hide your natural lip line. 
 
Start with a little, then add if you need more.  



Then next product is LIP LINER.  This is a must! I think of this as the glue 
that holds the lip colors on and in it’s perfect spot. 
 
We have various colors of liners too.  
 
So for those of you that think your lips are too thin.  Simply outline your 
lips just outside the natural lip line. 
 
For those of you that think your lips are too full, out line your lips just 
inside the natural line.   
 
And last step—fill in your lips—NO RING AROUND THE LIPS on my watch. 
  



Next QUESTION:  When standing in a store looking at lipsticks, what color 
family do you naturally gravitate to?  Pinks, Reds, Wines, Browns, Nudes 
 
You know—I find this is the hardest thing for a woman to do. SO I always 
tell my clients, go with what makes YOU HAPPY!  You have to feel 
amazing in your own skin. 
 
We have several different lines of lipsticks, so it depends on your specific 
needs and wants: 
 
True Dimension:  Moisturizing (Silver Tube) 

Gel Semi—Matte:  Matte finish with out drying  (Black Tube) 

Gel Semi-Shine:  has a shine finish but not too much or sticky (Black Tube) 

 

APPLY LIPSTICK 



Next QUESTION:  Ok let me see who is really a lipstick junkie—how many lip 
products do you carry around with you in your purse or bag?   
Comment please 
 
One last tip that is going to make your lips POP.  LIP GLOSS 
 
I know, you may not like it…. Too sticky.  I feel like ours once applied is not 
sticky.   
 
Yes you can apply to whole lip, or even wear separate, but here is a quick 
beauty hack….   Apply to just the cupids bow at the top of your lip and pout 
of your bottom lip.  Just a dab will create that POP of sexy you are looking 
for. 
 

Now remind you, we have 70 different colors of lipstick, lip-gloss and lip 
liners total.  That’s 5824 different combinations.  We definitely have the 
color you will want! 



 

Ok lets review: 

 Satin Lips—removes dead skin and softens 

 Primer—fill in holes and cracks 

 Concealer—to create a layer and draw perfect lips 

 Lip Liner— even out tone color and create staying power 

 Lip Stick—the needed moisture and color 

 Lip Gloss—the sexy! 

 

QUESTION: If I were going to gift you one of the products we used today 

– which ONE would it be?  

Show Set Sheet: 

Now how many of you love shopping for a deal?   Post an emoji… 

 MEEE TOO! 

Well I have a special for you for the next 24 hours—so don’t hesitate.  

You can get the complete QUEEN Set for $95.  Because you know you 

are the QUEEN of this QUARINTINE!!! 

Of maybe you are the PRINCESS right now, and the PRINCESS Set is  a 

better fit for you.—Choosing either the satin lips or the primer and a 

starter set of color for $75 

Or maybe you are the simple girl like I was  - just getting started in this 

color thing and the Color Set is best for you for $45. 

Now remember after 24 hours you go back to paying full retail price. 



 

So go ahead and text your consultant if you want to take advantage of 

this amazing deal.   I will post this picture in the comments after the 

event so you can reference it back, as well as a picture of all the amaz-

ing colors. 

You can also see them at marykay.com 

SO last thing I am going to ask, is if you learned something new today, 

please share it with me in the comments, or feel free to reach out to 

me with any further feedback or questions. 

Have a great day and go get a second cup of coffee, you earned it.  


